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Abstract

Unfortunately, in a high-performance processor, a
basic block does generally not execute the same way in
the application code as it would do if it was executed
alone. This is due to interferences (data dependencies,
precedence constraints or resource conflicts) with other
blocks on the execution path. To get the worst-case
execution time of a block, these possible interferences
should be taken into account. This is often a very
complex task, as it will be explained in Section 2.
To keep the WCET analysis simple, we have
recently proposed to modify the processor architecture
to eliminate any possible timing effect between basic
blocks [13]. The idea was to space out successive basic
blocks in the pipeline in such a way that they cannot
interfere. The proposed scheme obviously degrades the
performance (in the order of 42% for an 4-way
superscalar out-of-order processor) but the loss could
be acceptable in the name of timing safety. However,
the main problem is that such a processor does not
exist for the moment. This is the reason why we
suggest that the distance between blocks could be
enforced by the compiler instead of the hardware.
Our approach consists in padding the code by
inserting neutral filler-instructions, i.e. instructions that
will not be executed but only fetched and decoded
before being removed from the pipeline (like a true
NOP). The lengths of the padding blocks are computed
so that they eliminate all the possible interferences
between basic blocks.
Note that this work focuses on timing interferences
related to the use of the pipeline and of the internal
processor resources. We do not address here the
question of modeling caches, branch predictors, etc.
This is why we will consider these components as
perfect (i.e. with a very predictable behaviour) in the
evaluation part.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
some background information on static WCET analysis
and on the possible timing interferences between
blocks in high-performance processors. It also
overviews related work. We introduce our approach in
Section 3. Performance results are analyzed in
Section 4 and concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.

The Worst-Case Execution Time of tasks with strict
deadlines must be predictable: it must be possible to
estimate this time both safely and tightly at an
acceptable computing cost. Static WCET analysis is
facilitated if parts of code can be analyzed more or less
independently of one another. This is why it is
desirable to prevent timing interferences between
blocks. In this paper, we show how it is possible to
transform the code to prevent timing effects between
distant basic blocks on an execution path. Our
approach consists in padding the code to space out
basic blocks. Performance results show that the code
size is sensibly increased but that the cost in terms of
WCET degradation is moderate.

1. Introduction
Being able to estimate the Worst-Case Execution
Time (WCET) of tasks is absolutely necessary for hard
real-time systems. Measurement is generally
inadequate because it cannot be guaranteed that all the
possible execution paths have been tested. This is why
academic research has focused on static WCET
analysis.
The WCET estimated by static methods should
obviously be safe since missing deadlines can have
dramatic consequences in some critical systems.
However, it should also be as tight as possible: WCET
overestimation can have undesirable effects like the
impossibility to schedule the tasks. It might also lead to
oversized hardware.
Static methods compute an upper bound of the real
WCET by combining information about the possible
execution paths (produced by a preliminary analysis of
the code) and the execution times of the basic blocks.
These times can be determined by a cycle-level
simulator of the target processor.
However, critical applications follow the general
evolution towards more and more computing
requirements. This is why advanced processor
architectures tend to be used in critical systems [16].

2. Background

tA

2.1. Static WCET estimation
Static analysis techniques add the execution times of
basic blocks on the possible execution paths extracted
either from the syntax tree [8] or from the control flow
graph [6]. For example, the Implicit Path Enumeration
Technique handles the search of the WCET as an
optimization problem where:
- the objective function is the program execution time
expressed as the sum of the basic block execution
times weighted by their respective numbers of
execution. As we will explain it in Section 2.3, it
should also include the possible timing interferences
between basic blocks.
- the constraints are the relations between the unit
execution times. Some of them can be extracted
from the control flow graph, others come from a
preliminary flow analysis and express loop bounds,
infeasible paths, etc.
Evaluating the WCET of the program comes to
determining the numbers of execution of the basic
blocks that maximize the objective function while
meeting the constraints.
2.2. Timing interferences
As mentioned above, the expression of the program
execution time should include inter-block timing
interferences.
For very simple processors, such interferences are
limited to adjacent blocks which overlap in the
pipeline: the execution time of a two-block sequence is
shorter than the sum of their respective execution
times. In that case, all of the timing effects can be
captured by measuring the execution times of blocks
alone and of sequences of two blocks.
However, more advanced architectures make
interferences between distant blocks possible, as it was
shown by Engblom [3]. He has found that a block can
interfere with a distant one, and this kind of
interference is referred to as a long timing effect (LTE).
The execution time of a path can be computed as:
T = ∑ ti +
∑ δ j..k
i∈B
0≤ j <...< k ≤ n
where B is the set of blocks (which are numbered
from 0 to n), ti is the execution time of block i and δj..k
is the timing effect associated to the sequence of
blocks Bj…Bk. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
Sources of long timing effects include block
alignment (i.e. the relation between the number of
instructions in the block and the width of the
pipeline) [12], long latency instructions, data
dependencies, out-of-order execution, limited-capacity
queues, etc.
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Figure 1. Engblom’s timing model
Engblom has shown that long timing effects would
span over unlimited block sequences: at the very worst,
the first block of the program can affect the execution
of the last block. Moreover, a long timing effect value
(δi…j) can be negative as well as null or positive. A
negative value should be taken into account to get a
tight WCET estimation, but a positive value must be
accounted for to compute a safe estimation.
2.3. Including timing
analysis

interferences

in

WCET

The original IPET method was developed
considering very simple processor architectures where
only adjacent basic blocks could interfere by
overlapping in the pipeline. The corresponding gain
was seen as the (negative) execution time of the edge
linking the two blocks. Then, the edge execution time
(weighted by the number of executions of the edge)
was taken into account in the expression of the
program execution time. For example, the WCET
model for the control flow graph given in Figure 2
would have been:
max T = xAtA + xBtB + xctC + xDtD + xEtE
+ xABδAB + xBCδBC + xCDδCD + xBEδBE + xEDδED
1 = xA = xAB = xB
xBC = xC = xCD
xD = xCD + xED = 1

xB = xBC + xBE
xBE = xE = xED

A
B
E

C
D

Figure 2. Example Control Flow Graph
Now, advanced processor architectures are often
used for real-time systems and long timing

interferences should also be taken into account. We
have found two different approaches in the literature.
The first one, described in [4], extends the original
IPET model to include the long timing effects. For the
example given in Figure 2, the model comes to:
max T
+
+
+

= xAtA + xBtB + xctC + xDtD + xEtE
xABδAB + xBCδBC + xCDδCD + xBEδBE + xEDδED
xABCδABC + xBCDδBCD + xABEδABE + xBEDδBED
xABCDδABCD + xABEDδABED

1 = xA = xAB = xB
xB = xBC + xBE
xBC = xC = xCD
xBE = xE = xED
xD = xCD + xED = 1
xABC ≤ xAB
xABC ≤ xBC
xABC • xAB - xBE
xABE ≤ xAB
xABE ≤ xBE
xABE • xAB - xBC
xBCD = xBC
xBED = xBE
xABCD = xABC
xABED = xABE

some prefix paths might not belong to the longest path
and then should not be accounted for in the WCET. In
the preceding example, τD includes the impact of
block B on block D within the sequence BED (while
δBCD might be null). If the flow analysis determines
that block E is never executed and if δBED is positive,
the WCET will be overestimated. Similarly, if the
execution time of block C is far longer than that of
block E, the longest path is along the path BCD and the
impact of B on D in sequence BED should be ignored.
To sum up, the evaluation of unit execution times is
costly in time for both approaches. The first solution
also makes the IPET model more complex while the
second one introduces some pessimism. These are the
reasons why we are investigating solutions to limit
timing interferences.
2.4. Related work

This solution weighs the expression of the objective
function down and adds several constraints for each
possible sequence in the execution path. Since LTEs
can be as long as complete execution paths, the number
of sequences to consider is potentially very high. Then
the optimization problem might be very difficult to
solve. Moreover, a value must be assigned to the LTE
associated to each sequence of blocks: it must be
computed from the execution times of all the subsequences. At the end, evaluating the LTE values
comes to measuring every possible sequence of blocks,
which is very time consuming in the general case.
Another approach consists in including the possible
timing interferences in the execution times of blocks.
When the target architecture can generate long timing
effects, the execution time of a basic block should be
evaluated by considering all the possible prefix paths
and by keeping the highest value. While simulating
numerous prefix paths could be unfeasible, the use of
the abstract interpretation theory can make things more
tractable [15]. The IPET model is then transformed as
follows, where τA is the execution time of block A
including the possible impact of other basic blocks:
max T = xAτA + xBτB + xcτC + xDτD + xEτE
1 = xA = xB = xC + xE
xD = xC + xE = 1

The algorithm for obtaining the adjusted unit
execution times by abstract interpretation is not much
detailed in papers, but it seems that it necessitates high
computing power [14].
Moreover, including the effects of any possible
prefix path in the execution time of a block leads to
WCET overestimations since: (a) the flow analysis can
find out that some prefix paths are infeasible, and (b)

Li et al. [7] define a model based on dependence
graphs to evaluate the execution time of a basic block
in an out-of-order processor. However, they do not
model superscalar execution and their experiments
consider a very small core. Whether their model would
scale to more realistic processors still has to be further
investigated.
Heckmann et al. [5] use abstract interpretation to
estimate the impact of previously executed blocks on
the execution time of each basic block. This approach
has been implemented in the aiT tool by the AbsInt
company. While their method is an interesting
alternative to exhaustive measurement (which is
generally not affordable), each unit execution time
includes the effects of all the possible prefix paths,
which might result in WCET overestimations as shown
in Section 2.3. Moreover, it seems that some
pessimistic assumptions have sometimes to be taken to
reduce the number of states. They might also lead to
WCET overestimation.
In a recent work [13] we defined a processor
pipeline where non-adjacent blocks cannot have timing
interferences thanks to a fetch gating mechanism that
enforces some distance between basic blocks in the
pipeline. While this architecture makes the WCET
easily computable by adding the execution times of the
basic blocks among the possible execution paths, this
solution does not solve today’s problems since such an
architecture does not exist yet.
As far as other parts of the processor are concerned
(cache memories, branch predictor), guidelines to make
their behaviour more predictable have also been
proposed as an alternative to build too much complex
models [2][11].

3. Code padding
3.1. General principle
The basic idea of the scheme proposed in this paper
is close to the one that was behind our previous
work [13]. To avoid long timing effects, basic blocks
should not enter the pipeline one after the other: a
certain distance should be enforced between them in
such a way that the execution of a block cannot be
disturbed by a previous block still in the pipeline. We
suggest here that this distance could be enforced by the
way of code padding, using neutral filler-instructions
like NOPs. A filler-instruction is not executed and is
removed from the pipeline after decoding. It does not
require any other hardware resource than a slot in the
fetch and decode stages. Some examples of fillerinstructions in real processors will be given in
Section 3.2.
The lengths of the code padding blocks have to be
calculated by analysing the instructions belonging to
basic blocks that might be executed consecutively and
by determining their respective resource requirements.
This analysis can be done by the compiler, and an
algorithm is proposed in Section 3.3.

⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
δ j,s ⎟
T=
ti +
⎜
⎟
i∈B
0≤ j < n ⎜ s∈S j
⎝
⎠
where Sj is the set of possible successors of block Bj.

∑

A sufficient condition for this formula to be correct
is that every possible sequence of two blocks executes
exactly as if it was not preceded by other blocks in the
pipeline. In this case, the LTE term — that normally
stands for the distortion of the execution trace of the
sequence by previous instructions — is null. This can
be illustrated by the following example.
Let us consider three blocks A, B and C processing
through a 3-stage pipeline with two non pipelined
functional units, FU1 and FU2, that have a 3-cycle
latency. Blocks A and C use FU1 while B uses FU2.
The execution patterns are shown in Figure 3. The
execution times of the blocks and the timing effects
can be computed from these tables:
tA = tB = tC = 5
tAB = 6

⇒

δAB = tAB – tA – tB = 6 – 5 – 5 = -4

tBC = 6

⇒

δBC = tBC – tB – tC = 6 – 5 – 5 = -4

tABC = 8

⇒

δABC = tABC – tA – tB – tC – δAB - δBC

= 8 – 5×3 – (-4)×2 = +1

3.2. Neutral filler-instructions
To implement code padding, we need some
instructions that use the fetch and decode stages to
space out basic blocks, but are not executed (they
should not consume computing resources) and not
processed to the completion stage (otherwise, they
might impact the execution time of the basic blocks).
In this section, our purpose is to show that most
instruction sets feature instructions that meet these
constraints.
Most architectures have a NOP instruction that does
not produce any result. In modern pipelines, NOP
instructions are quashed from the pipeline after
decoding in order to save the occupation of the
functional units and the pipeline bandwidth.
Some processors have other instructions that do not
go to the end of the pipeline. For example, on the
PowerPC 750, fall-through branch instructions are
removed from the instruction stream at dispatch. Then,
an unconditional branch targetting the next instruction
can be considered as a neutral instruction and used as a
filler.
3.3. Code padding
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Figure 3. Execution
sequence (example)
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The role of code padding is to avoid any possible
interaction between distant blocks on an execution
path. In the case where no long timing effect can occur,
only the interferences between successive blocks are to
be accounted for. Then the execution time of a
sequence of n blocks can be computed as:
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The positive LTE δABC expresses that the execution
pattern of the sequence B-C is distorted when it is
preceded by block A, due to A and C conflicting for
the use of FU1. This resource is free before the end of
the fetch of B when it is executed alone, but it remains
busy until two cycles after the end of the fetch of B
when it is preceded by A.
Our purpose is to prevent this distortion and to make
the sequence execute as shown in Figure 4. The
approach consists in filling the black cell with a neutral
instruction. Now, δAB =-3 and δABC = 0.
1
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(n[R,B]) and the time at which R is released by B
after B has been completely fetched (r[R,B]). Release
times are also derived for sequences: r[R,S] stands
for the time at which resource R is available after
sequence S has been entirely fetched.
bl delay4
block i
(requires a
4-cycle delay)

bl delay3

8

C

B

original

block j
(requires a
3-cycle delay)
C

nop
nop

Figure 4. Safe execution of a 3-block
sequence (example cont’d)

block k
(requires a
1-cycle delay)

…

Filler-instructions are added before a basic block to
absorb any resource conflict that might occur with a
previous block. As we will see in Section 4, the
fetching of some basic blocks has to be delayed by
several cycles if we want to prevent long timing
effects. This means that these blocks should be
preceded by a large number of neutral instructions,
since a one-cycle delay is enforced by as many fillerinstructions as the pipeline width.
To keep the code size acceptable, it is possible to
group all the required filler-instructions into a common
padding block that has multiple entry points and is
terminated by a return branch (blr). Then every
sequence of filler-instructions required to delay the
fetch of a basic block can be implemented as a linkedbranch (bl) to the appropriate entry point of the
padding block. This is illustrated in Figure 5 where a
2-way pipeline is assumed. Note that the linked branch
and the return branch each enforce a one-cycle delay.

basic
blocks

delay4:

nop
nop
nop
nop
blr

delay3:
delay2:

filler-block

Figure 5. Padded basic blocks

foreach block B do {

←
←

ff[B]
lf[B]

first fetch cycle of B;
(last fetch cycle of B) + 1;

foreach resource R do {
n[R]
r[R]

←
←

cycle at which R is needed;
cycle at which R is released;
// 0 if R not used by B

n[R,B] ← n[R] – ff[B];
r[R,B] ← r[R] – lf[B];

4. Algorithm for code padding
}

To compute the padding lengths, the compiler first
needs to collect timing information about the execution
of sequences of basic blocks in the pipeline. Such
information can be profiled by a cycle-level simulator
of the processor that simulates blocks and up-to-nblock sequences (the simulation time is generally
acceptable if n is small). Cycle-level simulation is
required because precise dynamic information is
needed to generate safe results. The simulation can be
done within the compiler (provided it has an exact
knowledge of the hardware) or by calling external
software. Figure 6 gives an algorithm that analyses the
resource needs of blocks and sequences: for each
block B and for each resource R, it computes the time
at which R is needed after B starts to be fetched

d[B]

←

0;

}
foreach sequence B1-…-Bx (x < n) do {
lf[Bx]

←

(last fetch cycle of Bx) + 1;

foreach resource R do {
r[R]

←

cycle at which R is released;
// 0 if R not used by any Bi

r[R,B1-…-Bx] ← r[R] – lf[Bx];
}
}

Figure 6. Algorithm to analyse the
resource requirements of blocks and
sequences

4.1. Depth-1 approach
As stated before, a long timing effect δABC is not
null if block A has an influence on how sequence B-C
executes. On the contrary, δABC is null if C executes
after A-B exactly as after B. A sufficient — but not
necessary — condition for this is that every resource
(register, pipeline stage, functional unit, etc.) is
released after A-B exactly at the same time as after B.
This assertion leads to the algorithm given in Figure
7. It analyses each two-block sequence to find out
whether the first block has an impact on the availability
of resources after the sequence. If so, the algorithm
calls the StrictDelay() function that computes the
distance d to put between the two blocks so that every
resource is available after the sequence as soon as after
the second block executed alone. Note that this
distance is not always equal to the difference between
r[R,A-B] and r[R,B]: it can be smaller but also larger
due to timing anomalies, a phenomenon identified by
Lundqvist [10]. For the moment, the StrictDelay()
function computes the right distance by successive
trials (the distance is upper-bounded by the size of the
instruction window (fetch queue plus reoder buffer). A
more clever algorithm based on execution graphs [7] is
under development.
In the rest of this paper, this first algorithm will be
referred to as the depth-1 strategy.

(B0-B1-…-Bn-1) are analyzed. Two kinds of situations
necessitate that a distance is put between B0 and B1.
The first case is when Bi uses a resource that is (a) not
ready at the time Bi needs it, and (b) available later
after B0-…-Bi-1 than after B1-…-Bi-1. The second case
is when the resource is ready on time for any block
within the sequence but is released later after
B0-…-Bn-1 than after B1-…-Bn-1.
The analysis of the possible conflicts can be further
refined for resources that can handle several
instructions in parallel: they do not necessarily have to
be completely free for blocks that use them but they
should provide enough free slots to fulfil the needs.
In the case where a distance is to be enforced, the
padding length is computed by the MinimumDelay()
function (which implements the same approach as the
StrictDelay() function). Figure 8 details the
depth-4 algorithm that analyses 5-block sequences and
considers the exact requirements of the three last
blocks to determine whether the second one has to be
delayed after the first one.
foreach sequence A-B-C-D-E do {
foreach resource R do {
if n[R,C] > 0
&& r[R,A-B] > n[R,C]
&& r[R,A-B] > r[R,B] then {
d

←

MinimumDelay(R,A-B-C);

if d > d[B] then
foreach sequence A-B do {

d[B]

foreach resource R do {
if r[R,A-B] > r[R,B] then {
d

←

&& r[R,A-B-C] > n[R,D]

if d > d[B] then

←

d;

elsif n[R,D] > 0

StrictDelay(R,A-B);

d[B]

←

}

&& r[R,A-B-C] > r[R,B-C] then {

d;

d

←

MinimumDelay(R,A-B-C-D);

if d > d[B] then

}

d[B]

}

←

d;

}

}

elsif n[R,E] > 0

Figure
7.
Depth-1
algorithm
computing the padding lengths

for

&& r[R,A-B-C-D] > n[R,E]
&& r[R,A-B-C-D]> r[R,B-C-D] then {

d

4.2. Depth-n strategy

←

MinimumDelay (R,A-B-C-D-E);

if d > d[B] then

The algorithm proposed in the previous section
guarantees that every resource is available after
sequence A-B exactly at the same time as after block B
executed alone. This caution can be considered as
excessive since the blocks executed after A-B might
not require the resources delayed by A.
A more aggressive approach consists in examining
the requirements of the possible successors of sequence
A-B to determine whether a delay on the availability of
a given resource induced by block A is likely to
generate a long timing effect or not.
In the depth-n algorithm, the effective requirements
of each basic block in every n-block sequence

d[B]

←

d;

}
elsif
r[R,A-B-C-D-E] > r[R,B-C-D-E] then {
d

←

StrictDelay(R,A-B-C-D-E);

if d > d[B] then
d[B]

←

d;

}
}
}

Figure 8.
Depth-4
algorithm
computing the padding lengths

for

required delays down to the last cycle. Finally, the
Code Padding script inserts the filler-instructions in the
original assembly code.

5. Performance results and discussion
5.1. Evaluation methodology
We have developed in SystemC a cycle-level
simulator that models a generic processor architecture
with parameterized features. The configuration we
used for our tests is shown in Figure 9. The cache and
the branch predictor are considered as perfect since
modeling them is outside the scope of this work. The
simulator is able to execute PowerPC code.
Pipeline width

2-way

4-way

fetch queue size

16

32

instruction cache

perfect (100% hit rate)

branch predictor

perfect

re-order buffer size

16

64

# of functional units (latency)
integer add (1 cycle)
integer mul/div (6 cycles)
floating-point add (3 cycles)
fp mul (6 cycles)
fp div (15 cycles)
load/store (2 cycles)

2
1
1
1
1
2

4
1
1
1
1
2

data cache

perfect (100% hit rate)

C source code

gcc compiler

assembly code

gas assembler

object code

CFG Extractor
list of basic blocks
Cycle-level Simulator
execution traces of
basic blocks sequences
Interference
Analysis
padding lengths

Figure 9. Simulated processor architecture
The results presented below were measured for
several benchmarks commonly used in research on
WCET analysis and presented in Figure 10 They
implement standard algorithms: matrix arithmetic,
signal processing, sorts.
matmul
ludcmp
jfdctint
bsort
heapsort
insertsort

matrix multiplication
LU decomposition
JPEG integer implementation of the
forward Discrete Cosine Transform
bubble sort
heap sort
insert sort
Figure 10. Benchmarks

Figure 11 shows our framework for code padding.
The object code is produced with the standard gcc
compiler, targeted for the PowerPC instruction set. We
have developed a utility that extracts the Control Flow
Graph from the object code. The list of the basic blocks
is used to drive the processor simulator which produces
the execution trace of each block and of each possible
sequence of up-to-5 blocks. The main tool of the chain
is the Interference Analysis script that computes the
padding lengths to eliminate any possible resource
conflict between distant basic blocks. This script gets
timing information from the simulator to compute the

Code
Padding

safe padded
assembly code

Figure
11.
framework

Code

transformation

5.2. Impact of code padding on code size
Figure 12 shows the increase of the code size
(number of static instructions) due to the fillerinstructions added by the depth-1 algorithm. The cost
is undeniably sensible, especially for a 4-way target
pipeline.
As shown in Figure 13, the increase is smaller when
the analysis is done more in depth, i.e. when it takes
into account the real requirements of the basic blocks.
With the depth-4 strategy, the mean increase is 18.28%
for a 2-way pipeline, and 57.01% for a 4-way pipeline.
We acknowledge that the increase is still noticeable but
as we will discuss it in Section 9, we argue that it is the
price of predictability.

2-way

4-way

matmul

35.24%

76.19%

140%

ludcmp

16.51%

28.20%

120%

jfdctint

11.37%

126.97%

bsort

31.25%

76.25%

heapsort

25.00%

51.47%

insertsort

23.81%

59.52%

MEAN

23.86% 69.77%

size

WCET

cost

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
matmul

Figure 12. Code size increase for the
depth-1 strategy

ludcmp
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bsort

heapsort

insertsort

(a) 2-way pipeline
size

WCET

2-way

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

4-way

120%
100%

cost

increase of the code size

140%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

matmul
depth-1

depth-2

depth-3

depth-4

ludcmp

jfdctint

bsort

heapsort

insertsort

benchmark

depth of the analysis

(a) 4-way pipeline

Figure 13. Code size increase as a
function of the analysis depth
The cost in code size is higher for larger pipelines
because (a) a single-cycle distance is enforced by as
many NOPs as the pipeline width, and (b) a larger
pipeline augments the overlapping of blocks and then
augments the risks of resource conflicts. Results per
benchmark are given in Figure 15.
Figure 14 gives further insight in how the increase is
broken down into the length of the common padding
block, the number of calls to this block and the number
of NOPs added to implement the 1-cycle delays. The
most severe increases in code size are due to the length
of the padding block. For example, jfdctint requires
a 649-instruction-long padding block while the original
code has 519 instructions. This padding length is due
to a 225-instruction-long basic block that seriously
delays the availability of some resources.
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Figure 15. Code size and WCET increase
with the depth-4 analysis
5.3. Impact on the real WCET
As said before, long timing effects can occur for
long sequences of blocks (i.e. the execution of a basic
block can have an impact on the execution of a very
distant block). Measuring them involves analysing the
execution traces of all the possible block sequences of
any length which is very costly both in computing time
and in memory requirements. This cost is generally
unaffordable. However, we have analyzed up-to-6block sequences and, for each of the benchmarks, we
have observed some positive long timing effects (some
of them spanning over 6-block sequences). This
justifies the need for a solution to make the execution
time predictable.
We have evaluated the real WCET of each
benchmark code, without and with code padding. We
used the symbolic execution method [9] that simulates
every possible path. To make it possible, we have
limited the size of the data so as to keep the number of
possible paths reasonable. Figure 16 shows the results
obtained with different analysis depths.
As expected, code padding, that enforces some
delay between the execution of successive basic blocks
and then limits the instruction parallelism, is
responsible for an increase of the execution time. Note
that the plotted time is the real WCET, not the
estimated one (since we cannot make WCET
estimations by static analysis when the target
architecture
generates
long
timing
effects).
Augmenting the depth of the analysis helps greatly in

increase of the real WCET

limiting the cost in performance which comes to about
19% on average for the depth-4 algorithm. This cost
can be considered as moderate if we keep in mind that
the WCET of the padded code can be estimated
quickly, easily, tightly and, above all, safely.
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Figure 16. WCET increase as a function
of the analysis depth
5.4. Discussion
When having to evaluate the WCET for a program
that is to be run on a high-performance architecture,
two strategies might be considered. The first one
consists in using a method that takes into account any
possible long timing effect (of any length and of any
value). As far as we know, the only method doing that
is the one implemented in the aiT tool by the AbsInt
company. Its drawbacks include high computation
times, complexity of the task of modeling the processor
architecture (in the case where a new processor is
targeted) and the use of pessimistic assumptions that
might produce inaccurate WCET estimates.
The second possible strategy, which is the one we
incline towards, aims to make the hardware/ software
pair predictable. In [13], we proposed some
modifications to the processor architecture to eliminate
the possible interferences between distant blocks along
the execution path. These modifications included two
components: the first one prescheduled the instructions
as they enter the reorder buffer; the second one acted as
a gate that delays the fetch of a new basic block until it
cannot be impacted by another block under execution
in the pipeline. This scheme increased the mean
execution time by 21% (2-way) to 42% (4-way).
The approach proposed here clearly has a lower cost
in terms of execution time: it is smaller by one third for
a 2-way processor (19.4% against 21%) and by more
than one half for a 4-way processor (18.5% against
42%). This is because we compute the distance
required between successive basic blocks off-line.
Then we know exactly which instructions belong to the
blocks and we exploit profiling information to identify
the data and resource dependencies that result in timing
interferences. On the contrary, the runtime mechanism
proposed in [9] does not know anything about a block

that is to be fetched. Then, it has to make pessimistic
assumptions and it enforces unnecessarily long
distances between the basic blocks.
Moreover, our solution does not need any particular
hardware and only requires that a free instruction is
available in the instruction set. As mentioned in
Section 3.2, such an instruction exists in most
processors. Then the code padding method can be used
immediately (i.e. without waiting that a processor
manufacturer decides to design a processor compatible
with safe WCET evaluation). The required effort is
moderate since the code transformation is done at the
assembly level.
Code padding has a cost both in code size and in
execution time. However, if we want to keep the
evaluation of the WCET simple, the only alternative is
to use simpler processors (scalar, with in-order
instruction scheduling, etc.) that were proved to be
LTE-free. However, they might not meet the
performance requirements.

6. Conclusion
This paper deals with timing interferences that make
the evaluation of the WCET of a task complicated,
pessimistic and possibly unsafe. This problem has
already been addressed in a previous work where a
processor was designed to prevent timing interferences
between basic blocks while keeping most part of the
performance. However, the proposed solution has not
yet been implemented in a real-life processor. Our
purpose is to show how the prevention of timing
interferences can be done by transforming the source
code, which does not require any specific hardware.
Our approach consists in profiling the execution of
basic blocks and of n-blocks sequences extracted from
the Control Flow Graph of the application. This can be
done using a cycle-level simulator and is much faster
than simulating all the possible execution paths.
Execution profiles are then analyzed to detect data
dependencies and resource conflicts that could generate
interferences between distant blocks. Fillerinstructions, which are discarded from the pipeline as
soon as they have been decoded, are inserted in the
source code to enforce a distance between blocks so
that the interferences are eliminated.
Performance analysis show that, even if the number
of added padding instructions is significant, the impact
on the worst-case execution time is moderate (a mean
slowdown of 19% has been measured).
The increase in the code size and in the real WCET
is sensible but this is the cost to pay for predictability,
and thus for safety. The WCET of padded codes can be
evaluated accurately using simple state-of-the-art
methods.
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